“Silver Bells” by Beth Strand
Unfinished size 9.5” x 30.5”
One of my all-time favorite carols is “Silver Bells” so when it came time to choose a carol for a
row...I snapped this one up. Then, of course, I had to draw it, and size it and make it!
My row has five blocks each of which finish 5” wide and 6” tall.
Cutting - instructions are for one block
Background
2 - 1.25” x 1.25” squares (for top of bell)
2 - 1.5” x 4.5” rectangles
4 - 1” x 1” squares
2 - 2” x 1.25” rectangles
4 - 2” x 2.25” rectangles
Bell Fabric
1 - 3.5” x 4.5” rectangle
2 - 1.5” x 1.5” squares
2 - 1”x1” squares
First, take the large rectangle and
add two 1.25 squares to each side
of the top and stitch on the
diagonal.
Press and trim away the back.

You can do a bit of chain piecing here by lining up your rectangles and adding the squares to
the bottom using the same flip and stitch technique.  Honestly, on small pieces like these, I often
just eye them up and stitch.  Be sure to stitch opposite directions on the rectangles or your bell

won’t
will not work correctly.
Once they are stitched and pressed, they should look like this.  Presuming that’s how yours
look, sew them together adding a rectangle to each side.

This is the basic body of
the bell.  Next, we’ll
make the clapper and
the thingy that the bell
hangs from (that’s a
technical term - thingy.)

Put your three 1” squares together and then add the piece across the bottom. The
measurements are the same for both the clapper and the “thingy” at the top.  ***News flash...the
thingy’s actual name is a headstock.***

Once you’ve got your three squares together, sew them to the  2” x 1.25” rectangle.  (Just a bit
of a confession, in my first version, I cut my white pieces a tad bigger and trimmed them to fit
afterwards.)  Make two units this way.

Add a white
rectangle to
each side of
your clapper
or
headstock.
You’ll end

up with two identical units. Sew one unit to the top and the other to the bottom of your bell and,

voila...bells are ringing!

I wanted my row to suggest bells ringing so I alternated the size on the top and bottom setting
strips.  My strips were cut 2.5” and 1.5” inches and  and I added them in alternating sizes.  I
wanted my bells to start taller, then dip, so bell one has  2.5” inches on the top and 1.5”  inches
on the bottom.

Once you are happy with your layout, stitch your top and bottom background to the bell blocks.

Nearly there!  Now, to decide how wide you want your row to be.  For a 30” row, I added 1”
strips between blocks and 2” strips on the ends.   This will give you an unfinished row size of
30.5” wide and 9.5” inches tall. Of course, for a longer row you could either add bigger strips or
make more bells!

And here it is, my Silver Bells row all finished in the beautiful fabrics that Northcott let us play
with.  I have big plans for this one...I couldn’t resist buying three more yards of my background
to play with!  I’m thinking a row of snowmen, some cute tree blocks...maybe mittens!
I hope you enjoy my Silver Bells row. I’d love to see what you make if you use it in a project of
your own.
Beth @ Words & Stitches

